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An alternative title

“A golden ticket for future 
discoveries…?”

• Not starring:  Gene Wilder or 
Timothee Chalamet

• Potentially starring: some of us?
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Insert your PhD student’s PhD student’s name

e+e- higgs/ top/ EW 
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Introduction

• Pushing the intensity and energy frontiers represent 
two complementary routes for probing new physics.

• In the next ~ 20 minutes I hope to convince you that 
a circular e+e- machine could do both of these. As a 
snapshot…

• Possible evidence for electron/strange yukawa? 
(lets challenge ourselves further here…?)

• Direct discovery of ~ low-mass (very) weakly 
coupled BSM.

• Indirect discoveries up to ~50-100 TeV.
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Disclaimer: I am NOT going to go through all of the 
physics opportunities in detail have altered this talk 
significantly based on discussions from this week

S. Gori

Please ask lots of questions, 
either after the talk, during 
coffee, or via email 
(sarah.louise.williams@cern.ch)
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What should come after the HL-LHC?
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𝑒!𝑒" machine?

Hadron collider?

Linear collider?

Circular collider?

ILC (Japan?)
CLIC (CERN?)

CepC (China)

FCC-ee/hh
(CERN)

What should come 
after the LHC?

In the aftermath of the Higgs 
discovery, lots of discussion 
on what machine should 
follow the LHC…

Muon collider? 

HALHF (??)
C3 (??)

We can’t do everything - a coherent global strategy is key!
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Timescales in particle physics
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22 years later in 2006…The European strategy for particle physics 36

The European strategy for particle physics

Particle physics stands on the threshold of a new and exciting era of discovery. 
The next generation of experiments will explore new domains and probe the deep 
structure of space-time. They will measure the properties of the elementary con-
stituents of matter and their interactions with unprecedented accuracy, and they 
will uncover new phenomena such as the Higgs boson or new forms of matter. Long-
standing puzzles such as the origin of mass, the matter-antimatter asymmetry of 
the Universe and the mysterious dark matter and energy that permeate the cos-
mos will soon benefi t from the insights that new measurements will bring. Together, 
the results will have a profound impact on the way we see our Universe; European 
particle physics should thoroughly exploit its current exciting and diverse research 
programme. It should position itself to stand ready to address the challenges that 
will emerge from exploration of the new frontier, and it should participate fully in an 
increasingly global adventure.

General issues
1. European particle physics is founded on strong national 

institutes, universities and laboratories and the CERN 
Organization; Europe should maintain and strengthen its 

central position in particle physics.

2.  Increased globalization, concentration and scale of particle 
physics make a well coordinated strategy in Europe 
paramount; this strategy will be defi ned and updated by CERN 

Council as outlined below.

Scientifi c activities
3. The LHC will be the energy frontier machine for the 

foreseeable future, maintaining European leadership in the 
fi eld; the highest priority is to fully exploit the physics potential 

of the LHC, resources for completion of the initial programme 

have to be secured such that machine and experiments can operate 

optimally at their design performance. A subsequent major 
luminosity upgrade (SLHC), motivated by physics results 
and operation experience, will be enabled by focussed R&D; 
to this end, R&D for machine and detectors has to be vigorously 

pursued now and centrally organized towards a luminosity 

upgrade by around 2015.

4. In order to be in the position to push the energy and 
luminosity frontier even further it is vital to strengthen 
the advanced accelerator R&D programme; a coordinated 

programme should be intensifi ed, to develop the CLIC technology 

and high performance magnets for future accelerators, and to play 

a signifi cant role in the study and development of a high-intensity 

neutrino facility.

5. It is fundamental to complement the results of the LHC with 
measurements at a linear collider. In the energy range of 
0.5 to 1 TeV, the ILC, based on superconducting technology, 
will provide a unique scientifi c opportunity at the precision 
frontier; there should be a strong well-coordinated European 

activity, including CERN, through the Global Design Effort, for 

its design and technical preparation towards the construction 

decision, to be ready for a new assessment by Council around 

2010.

6. Studies of the scientifi c case for future neutrino facilities 
and the R&D into associated technologies are required to 
be in a position to defi ne the optimal neutrino programme 
based on the information available in around 2012; Council 

will play an active role in promoting a coordinated European 

participation in a global neutrino programme.

7. A range of very important non-accelerator experiments 
take place at the overlap between particle and astroparticle 
physics exploring otherwise inaccessible phenomena; 
Council will seek to work with ApPEC to develop a coordinated 

strategy in these areas of mutual interest.

 ECFA-84-085-V-2

http://council-strategygroup.web.cern.ch/council-strategygroup/

1984: LHC proposed
1995: LHC approved
2012: Higgs discovery…are long…

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/154938/files/CERN-84-10-V-1.pdf
http://council-strategygroup.web.cern.ch/council-strategygroup/
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To put this in context...?
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1984 1995 2012

My parents

SW- aged 7 Queuing for the Higgs seminar 

I have only been 
involved in a small part 
of the LHC journey…
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What this means for us…?
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If we want to avoid a (long) gap in data-taking- decisions on the next 
collider must happen soon…

2020 European strategy update Snowmass 2021

“An electron-positron Higgs factory is 
the highest-priority next collider. For 
the longer term, the European particle 
physics  community has the ambition 
to operate a proton-proton collider at 
the highest achievable energy” 

“The EF supports a fast start for the 
construction of an e+e Higgs Factory (linear 
or circular), and a significant R&D program for 
multi-TeV colliders (hadron/muon)"

This talk will focus on one of 
the options for a future e+e- 
Higgs (+ EW/top) factory
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𝒆!𝒆" colliders: circular or linear?
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Circular colliders
• Multi-pass at IP
• Modest accelerating gradients
• Limited by synchrotron radiation
• No beam polarization
• Potential to re-use tunnel for 

hadron collisions.

Linear colliders
• Single pass at IP
• Maximum accelerating gradients
• No synchrotron radiation
• Can exploit (longitudinal) beam 

polarization
• Staged approach to higher energies 

(energy~length)

Left: FCC-ee (CERN)
Below: CEPC (China)

Right: ILC (Japan)
Below: CLIC (CERN)
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CEPC vs FCC: similarities

Lots of similarities between CEPC 
and FCC-ee:

1. Similar circumference.

2. Separate beams for e+ and e-

3. Superconducting RF 
technology for particle 
acceleration, with energy 
booster and top-up injection.

4. Similar luminosity and energy 
for Higgs/ Z-pole/ WW and 
top* threshold runs…
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https://home.cern/science/accele
rators/future-circular-collider

CEPC: 100km Higgs/EW factory in China
(could be followed by SppC pp collider)

~90 km Higgs/EW factory at CERN
(…to be followed by FCC-hh)

*𝑡 ̅𝑡 run currently optional for CEPC based on TDR.

https://home.cern/science/accelerators/future-circular-collider
https://home.cern/science/accelerators/future-circular-collider
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Physics opportunities at circular e+e- colliders

Whilst I have tried to document some of the differences between CEPC 
and FCC in the backup for reference, the physics cases and 
opportunities are VERY similar…

1. Push the intensity frontier at multiple energies enabling ultra-precise 
measurements of EW/Higgs/top parameters of SM.

2. Unique BSM sensitivity to low-mass feebly interacting particles.

3. Unique flavour opportunities due to tera-Z datasets.

4. Opportunity to reuse tunnel to push energy frontier through ~100 TeV pp 
collisions and benefit from synergies between ee/ep and pp collisions (I 
won’t be able to discuss- ask me about after).

I will now expand on these points using FCC as a case study…

10
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Case study: integrated FCC programme
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Comprehensive long-term programme maximises physics 
opportunities at the intensity and energy frontier:

1. FCC-ee (Z, W, H, 𝑡 ̅𝑡) as high-luminosity Higgs, EW + top factory.

2. FCC-hh (~ 100 TeV) to maximise reach at the energy frontier, with pp, 
AA and e-h options (FCC-eh).

FCC Feasibility Study Status
Michael Benedikt
FCC Week, 5 June 2023

FCC integrated program

FCC-ee

2020 - 2040 2045 - 2063 2070 - 2095

FCC-hh

comprehensive long-term program maximizing physics opportunities
• stage 1: FCC-ee (Z, W, H, t ҧt) as Higgs factory, electroweak & top factory at highest luminosities
• stage 2: FCC-hh (~100 TeV) as natural continuation at energy frontier, pp & AA collisions; e-h option
• highly synergetic and complementary programme boosting the physics reach of both colliders (e.g. model-independent 

measurements of the Higgs couplings at FCC-hh thanks to input from FCC-ee; and FCC-hh as “energy upgrade” of FCC-ee)
• common civil engineering and technical infrastructures, building on and reusing CERN’s existing infrastructure
• FCC integrated project allows the start of a new, major facility at CERN within a few years of the end of HL-LHC

+ AA, 
eA, ep
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Integrated FCC programme
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Taken from slides by F. Gianotti at FCC week.

4

Why FCC ? Physics potential

A multi-stage facility with immense physics potential 
(energy and intensity), operating until the end of the century. 
q FCC-ee : highest luminosities at Z, W, ZH of all proposed Higgs 
      and EW factories; indirect discovery potential up to ~ 70 TeV
q FCC-hh: direct exploration of next energy frontier (~ x10 LHC) and 
      unparalleled measurements of low-rate and “heavy” Higgs couplings (ttH, HH) 
q Also heavy-ion collisions and, possibly, ep/e-ion collisions
q Synergistic programme exploiting common civil engineering and technical 
      infrastructure, building on and reusing CERN’s existing infrastructure

1%

HL-LHC: SM width and !c=1δki (%)

20-30

2-4 experiments22  
2.3  
0.9  
0.16  

Int L/IP/y (ab-1)

182 x 1034
19.4
7.3
1.33

5-30 x 1034
      30

FCC-ee:
• Ultra-precise measurements 

of EW/ Higgs + top sectors 
of SM -> indirect sensitivity 
to BSM.

• Unique flavour opportunities
• Direct sensitivity to feebly 

interacting particles (LLPs)

FCC-hh:
• High-statistics for rare Higgs 

decays and 5% 
measurement of Higgs self 
interaction.

• Unprecedented direct 
sensitivity to BSM.

FCC-eh: 
• Energy-frontier ep collisions provide ultimate super-

microscope to fully resolve hadron structure
and empower physics potential of hadron colliders. 

• Very precise measurements of Higgs/top and EW 
parameters in synergy with ee and hh

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5423451/attachments/2659293/4606138/FCCweek-2023-London.pptx
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Physics landscape for circular e+e- machines

• Broad landscape of 
physics opportunities, from 
precise measurements of 
Higgs/Top/EW parameters 
of SM, to unique flavour 
opportunities at tera-Z run, 
and direct+indirect BSM 
sensitivity.

• Significant effort ongoing to 
study detector concepts 
across range of physics 
analyses (including 
unconventional signatures 
from LLPs/FIPs).
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Physics landscape at the FCC-ee

Higgs
factory

mH, σ, ΓH
self-coupling

H→ bb, cc, ss, gg
H→inv
ee→H

H→bs, .. 

QCD - EWK 

mZ , ΓZ , Γinv

sin2θW , RZ
𝓁 , Rb, Rc

AFB
b,c , 𝞽 pol.

αS ,

mW, ΓW

Top

mtop, Γtop, ttZ, FCNCs

Flavor

CKM matrix
CPV measurements

Charged LFV
Lepton Universality

𝞽 properties (lifetime, BRs..)

Bc → 𝞽 ν
Bs → Ds K/π
Bs → K*𝞽 𝞽
B→ K* ν ν

Bs → φ v v … 

BSM

Heavy Neutral Leptons 
(HNL)

Dark Photons ZD

Axion Like Particles (ALPs)

Exotic Higgs decays  

most precise SM test“boosted” B/D/𝞽 factory: feebly interacting particles

6

Detector requirements at the FCC-ee

Higgs
factory

QCD - EWK Flavor BSM

 

most precise SM test“boosted” B/D/𝞽 factory: feebly interacting particles

track momentum 
resolution (low X0)

IP/vertex resolution for 
flavor tagging

PID capabilities for flavor 
tagging

jet energy/angular 
resolution

(stochastic and noise) 
and PF

track momentum 
resolution (low X0)

IP/vertex resolution

PID capabilities

Photon resolution, pi0 
reconstruction

acceptance/alignment
knowledge to 10 μm

luminosity

Large decay volume

High radial segmentation
- tracker

- calorimetry
- muon 

impact parameter 
resolution for large 

displacement

triggerless

Physics landscape

Detector requirements

Schematics from slides by M. Selvaggi at FCC week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5396850/attachments/2659433/4606491/Detector%20Requirements%20from%20Physics.pdf
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Targeting ultimate precision

• Unprecedented luminosity at multiple centre of mass energies will 
enable ultra-precise measurements of Higgs (and EW and top) sectors 
of the SM…

• Rather than listing them… I thought we would play a game…

14
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FCC-ee program
Plot + table taken from slides 
by M. Selvaggi at ZPW2024

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1341618/contributions/5702317/attachments/2777241/4840466/higgs_hllhc_fcc_zpw.pdf
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e+e- numbers game

Put these numbers in ascending order (and guess if you can?) 

1. # Z bosons/hour at FCC-ee (Z-pole)

2. # Higgs bosons/day at FCC-ee (Zh pole)

3. # Z bosons produced at LEP

4. # Crème eggs produced by Birmingham Cadbury's factory per 
day 

5. # Higgs bosons produced by the LHC in 2017.

15

In the interest of time- try guessing the highest and lowest…

In the spirit of Roger 
Freedman’s talk- lets do 
some active learning!
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e+e- numbers game

Put these numbers in ascending order (and guess if you can/ want 
to…?)

1. # Z bosons/hour at FCC-ee (Z-pole) => 360 million (5)

2. # Higgs bosons/day at FCC-ee (Zh pole) => 2000 (1)

3. # Z bosons produced at LEP => 18 million (4)

4. # Crème eggs produced by Birmingham Cadbury's factory per day  
=> 1.5 million (2)

5. # Higgs bosons produced by the LHC in 2017 => 3 million (3)

16
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Case study- Higgs physics

• Large rates, clean experimental environment (no UE, Pileup, 
triggerless) with no QCD background will open up a new era of Higgs 
precision physics.

• Opportunities to remove model-dependence from measurements and 
reach sub-percent level for post couplings.
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and WW fusion to a Higgs boson (WWH), e+e� ! H⌫e⌫e. The lowest order Feynman
diagrams for these two production mechanisms are displayed in Figure 4 (left) together with
their corresponding cross sections versus the center-of-mass energy (right). The predictions
include initial state radiation [33] using the HZHA program [34] and the small interference
term present in the WWH final state diagrams. Given the cross sections and the planned
FCC-ee running scenario, and with two interaction points [35], over a million ZH events
and almost one hundred thousand WWH events will be collected at various center-of-mass
energies. These numbers drive the statistical uncertainties for the following studies.

Our goal for this report is not to lay out the details of all studies possible with these large
data samples, but to pick out the studies that demonstrate the key capabilities of FCC-ee in
terms of Higgs boson physics that have been documented. In the following we will present
the sensitivity for the Higgs cross section, mass, and width, and then summarize the status
of the projected precision on the various coupling constants of the Higgs bosons to bosons
and fermions, including the Higgs boson self-coupling.

Figure 4: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for WW fusion and Higgsstrahlung (left) and
the corresponding cross sections versus the center-of-mass energy per production process
along with their sum (right). The default running scenarios at 240 GeV and 365 GeV are
indicated with dashed lines. Figure from [36].

.

3.1 Production cross Sections, mass, and width

The FCC-ee running scenario at
p

s = 240 GeV was optimized as a tradeo↵ between ZH
production rate and luminosity. A feature unique to lepton colliders is the measurement
of the Higgs boson properties using the recoil system in the ZH production mode. The
well-determined four-momenta of the initial state leptons and the fully reconstructed Z
boson (recoil system) in the final state allow clean recovery of the Higgs boson kinematics
independent of the Higgs boson decay mode. This cannot be accomplished at a hadron

15

> 1 million ZH 
events

~ 100,000 WW 
fusion

Plots taken from vol. 1 of FCC 
CDR: https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/
 

https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/
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Higgs recoil mass method

• Precise C.O.M knowledge* enables:

• Z to be tagged (through leptons).

• Construct recoil mass associated with 
Higgs 𝑚!"#$%&

' = 𝑠 − 2 𝑠𝐸(( +𝑚((
'

• Event counting gives precise Zh 
production cross-section 
measurement.

• Absolute + model independent 
measurement of 𝑔) coupling.
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FCC-ee recoil method

• 106 Higgs produced @ FCC-ee
• rate ~ gZ 2  →  δgZ/gZ ~ 0.2 %

• Then measure ZH → ZZZ
• rate ~ gZ 4 / ΓH   →  δΓH  /ΓH   ~ 1 %

• Then measure ZH → ZXX
• rate ~ gZ 2 gX 2/ ΓH   →  δ gX/gX  ~ 1 %

Provides absolute and model independent 
measurement of gZ coupling in e+e-

Higgs recoil mass measurement → ZH production cross section:

• tag the Z by reconstructing pair of leptons 
• reconstruct the the recoil mass

Precise knowledge of center of mass allows for:

gZ

and WW fusion to a Higgs boson (WWH), e+e� ! H⌫e⌫e. The lowest order Feynman
diagrams for these two production mechanisms are displayed in Figure 4 (left) together with
their corresponding cross sections versus the center-of-mass energy (right). The predictions
include initial state radiation [33] using the HZHA program [34] and the small interference
term present in the WWH final state diagrams. Given the cross sections and the planned
FCC-ee running scenario, and with two interaction points [35], over a million ZH events
and almost one hundred thousand WWH events will be collected at various center-of-mass
energies. These numbers drive the statistical uncertainties for the following studies.

Our goal for this report is not to lay out the details of all studies possible with these large
data samples, but to pick out the studies that demonstrate the key capabilities of FCC-ee in
terms of Higgs boson physics that have been documented. In the following we will present
the sensitivity for the Higgs cross section, mass, and width, and then summarize the status
of the projected precision on the various coupling constants of the Higgs bosons to bosons
and fermions, including the Higgs boson self-coupling.

Figure 4: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for WW fusion and Higgsstrahlung (left) and
the corresponding cross sections versus the center-of-mass energy per production process
along with their sum (right). The default running scenarios at 240 GeV and 365 GeV are
indicated with dashed lines. Figure from [36].

.

3.1 Production cross Sections, mass, and width

The FCC-ee running scenario at
p

s = 240 GeV was optimized as a tradeo↵ between ZH
production rate and luminosity. A feature unique to lepton colliders is the measurement
of the Higgs boson properties using the recoil system in the ZH production mode. The
well-determined four-momenta of the initial state leptons and the fully reconstructed Z
boson (recoil system) in the final state allow clean recovery of the Higgs boson kinematics
independent of the Higgs boson decay mode. This cannot be accomplished at a hadron
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*Achieved through resonant depolarization (unique to circular l+l- colliders) 
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Why do we need tera-Z?

• Significantly higher statistics at Z-pole (~ 
5×10#$ Z-bosons) generates ultimate precision 
for EWPO, and best sensitivity for BSM 
searches (i.e. HNLs).

• Unprecedented flavour opportunities- 10x 
more bb/cc pairs than final Belle-II statistics.

• Exciting physics potential with boosted b/𝜏, 
and opportunities to probe LFV/LFU in 𝜏 
decays.
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background [192, 149]. Nevertheless, subsequent FCC-ee studies [193] suggested that the
2 ⇥ 10�9 sensitivity may be a conservative estimate, thus bringing FCC-ee and Belle II
sensitivities closer.

A number of other CLFV tau decays can be studied at FCC-ee, similar to what has been
achieved by the B factories. Particle identification, which will be available in the FCC-ee
detectors, should make these measurements highly competitive with the ultimate precision
achievable in Belle II.

8.3.4 Other measurements with tau leptons

Finally, the large ⌧ samples expected at FCC-ee, should allow to measure the ⌧ lepton
lifetime to an absolute precision of 0.04 fs (10�4 relative precision) and leptonic branching
fractions to an absolute precision of 3 ⇥ 10�5 (2 ⇥ 10�4 relative precision) [188]. This
would allow to measure the Fermi constant in ⌧ decays to a similar or even higher precision
(potentially as good as 10�5 if the systematic uncertainties can be kept at the same level
as the statistical ones). Comparing this number with the canonical GF measurement based
on the muon lifetime [2], o↵ers another way of probing new physics possibly responsible for
non-flavor-universal couplings, as shown in Fig. 16 [188].

SciPost Physics Proceedings Submission

Figure 2: Branching fraction of ⌧ ! e⌫̄⌫ versus ⌧ lifetime. The current world averages of
the direct measurements are indicated with the blue ellipse. Suggested FCC-ee precisions
are provided with the small yellow ellipse (central values have been arbitratily set to todays
values). The Standard Model functional dependence of the two quantities, depending on the
⌧ mass, is displayed by the red band.

FCC-ee, as discussed below. At this level of precision, the universality test would be limited
by the mass measurement, if no new measurements would be available. While FCC-ee may
possibly be able to improve the m⌧ measurement by a small factor, substantial improvements
are more likely to come from a next generation of ⌧ -factory experiments at the production
threshold.

3.1 Lifetime

The world-average value of the ⌧ -lepton lifetime is ⌧⌧ = 290.3 ± 0.5 fs [6]. Precision measure-
ments were pioneered by the LEP experiments in the early 1990’ies following the deployment
of their precise silicon vertex detectors [7–10]. More recently, Belle, with its O(103) times
larger statistics, has improved on these measurements [11].

The single most precise measurement from LEP, ⌧⌧ = 290.0 ± 1.4 (stat.) ± 1.0 (syst.) fs,
was provided by DELPHI [8]. The analysis employed several complementary methods. The
method with the smallest systematic uncertainty (1.3 fs) was the so-called decay vertex
method, where the flight-distance was measured for ⌧ decays to three charged particles. Here,
the largest systematic uncertainty (1.0 fs) came from the 7.5 �m accuracy of the vertex de-
tector alignment. This was estimated from samples of hadronic Z decays with three tracks in
one hemisphere, and its value resulted from the (limited) statistical power of the test samples.

The Belle measurement, ⌧⌧ = 290.17 ± 0.53 (stat.) ± 0.33 (syst.) fs, was based on events
in which both ⌧s decayed to three charged particles. In these events, the constrained kine-
matics combined with the longitudinal boost of the ⌧⌧ system provided by the asymmentric
KEKB collider allowed Belle to reconstruct the two secondary vertices as well as the primary
vertex and this way to extract the flight distances. As for DELPHI, the dominant systematic

5

Figure 16: Branching fraction of ⌧ ! e⌫e⌫⌧ vs. ⌧ lepton lifetime. The current world averages
of the direct measurements are indicated with the blue ellipse, while the projected FCC-ee
accuracy is given by the yellow ellipse (from Ref. [188]). The red line corresponds to the
prediction based on lepton universality given the present world-average value ⌧ lepton mass,
which may be further improved by the current and proposed charm factories in the future.

Another direct test of lepton favor universality can be achieved at FCC-ee by the precision
simultaneous measurement of the branching fractions of the ⌧ ! µ⌫µ⌫⌧ and ⌧ ! e⌫e⌫⌧

decays. The present 2 ⇥ 10�3 precision [2] in these branching fractions is still unchallenged
since the LEP times, where it was possible to control the systematic uncertainties very well.
The FCC-ee will be able to achieve the statistical precision of ⇠ 10�5 in these branching

47

For flavour, see slides by Jernej. F. Kamenik at London FCC week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5402639/attachments/2660472/4608865/Kamenik_FCC-Week_Flavours_2023.pdf
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Direct and indirect BSM searches

1. Indirectly discover new particles 
coupling to the Higgs or EW bosons up 
to scales of Λ ≈ 7 and 50 TeV.

2. Perform tests of SUSY at the loop level 
in regions not accessible at the LHC.

3. Study heavy flavour/tau physics in rare 
decays inaccessible at the LHC.

4. Perform searches with best collider 
sensitivity to dark matter, sterile 
neutrinos and ALPs up to masses ≈ 90 
GeV.
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Taken from FCC Snowmass submission 
474 Page 98 of 161 Eur. Phys. J. C (2019) 79 :474

Fig. 9.1 Left: projected 2σ
indirect reach solely from Higgs
coupling constraints on stops
from FCC-ee and FCC-hh [278].
Right: projected direct FCC-hh
2σ and 5σ discovery reach for
supersymmetric Higgsinos,
Winos, sleptons, stops, squarks,
and gluinos (see Ref. [279] for
details). HL-LHC projections
are only shown for coloured
sparticles and projections for
Higgsinos and Winos are
currently under investigation

and higher values, reducing their effectiveness in explaining the hierarchy between the EW and Planck scales. Nonetheless,
supersymmetry still maintains a forefront role in addressing the puzzles posed by the Higgs.

With regard to the Higgs mass, the most important supersymmetric partner particles are those that interact with the Higgs
boson most strongly. In practice, these are the top squarks (stops), EW gauginos, and Higgsinos. Thus if supersymmetry
plays some role in resolving the hierarchy problem these particles should show up near to the weak scale. One can search
for the presence of these particles indirectly, using high precision measurements at low energies. In particular, the leading
indirect effect of stops is that they modify some of the properties of the Higgs boson. The most notable modifications are to the
interactions between the Higgs boson and gluons and also between the Higgs boson and the photon. None of these interactions
exist at the classical level (the photon and the gluon being massless particles, they do not directly interact with the Higgs
boson), but they are generated by quantum corrections. This is why they are particularly sensitive to new strongly coupled
degrees of freedom like stops. At FCC-ee high precision measurements of these interactions can thus reveal the presence of
these particles. Furthermore, supersymmetry requires a minimal interaction strength between the stop and the Higgs boson,
thus the main free parameter is only the mass of the particles. In the left panel of Fig. 9.1 the combined projected indirect
constraints on stops from LHC Higgs measurements are shown alongside projected constraints at FCC-ee and FCC-hh. Since
the precision of Higgs coupling measurements is greatest at FCC-ee the latter constraints are dominated by the FCC-ee
measurements. Dedicated studies at FCC-hh, using e.g. H+jet production at high invariant mass, could further reveal the
structure of the indirect corrections to the Higgs interactions.

At high energies it is also possible to produce the supersymmetric partner particles directly. The experimental signatures
typically involve final states featuring jets and missing energy, however a plethora of dedicated searches are required to cover
the full suite of possible experimental signatures. In the right hand panel of Fig. 9.1 the direct discovery reach at FCC-hh is
shown for a variety of supersymmetric particles. Details of the phenomenological studies are presented in the extensive review
of BSM searches at FCC-hh, Ref. [279]. Further dedicated analyses have been carried out in the framework of the FCC-hh
detector performance studies. The study of the reach for Higgsino and Wino, in the context of DM searches, is presented
in Sect. 12. The search for stops is reviewed in the next section. The direct reach shown in Fig. 9.1 extends far beyond the
indirect precision Higgs coupling reach, in some cases to well above 10 TeV. As a result, the combined FCC projects could
comprehensively and unambiguously determine whether supersymmetry is realised in proximity to the weak scale and thus
whether supersymmetry resolves the hierarchy problem.

It is typically assumed in supersymmetric models that an additional discrete global symmetry, R-parity, is respected. Such
a symmetry is useful for stabilising dark matter candidates and/or forbidding observable proton decay. However, it is possible
that R-parity is violated in a manner that is consistent with such constraints. In models with R-parity violation it is possible
to have single, rather than pair, production of sparticles. This can be probed by multi-lepton and multijet signatures at the
FCC-hh. At the FCC-eh, furthermore, one can constrain anomalous Yukawa interactions involving electrons and the first
generation quarks. For instance, an e-d-t̃ Yukawa interaction can be probed at the level of λ131 ! 0.01.

9.2.1 Direct stop search at FCC-hh

A dedicated study of stop production at FCC-hh, which corroborates earlier phenomenological estimates of the reach [280],
exposes some of the detector challenges met when using hadronic decays of highly energetic top quarks, helping to define
the detector design criteria. Here the main findings of the detailed analysis of Ref. [281] are presented.
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Image credit: FCC CDR

Projected 𝟐𝝈 indirect 
reach from Higgs 
couplings on stops.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.06520.pdf
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Long-lived particles
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LLPs that are semi-stable or 
decay in the sub-detectors are 
predicted in a variety of BSM 
models:
• Heavy Neutral Leptons 

(HNLs)
• RPV SUSY
• ALPs
• Dark sector models

The range of unconventional signatures and rich phenomenology 
means that understanding the impact of detector design/performance 
on the sensitivity of future experiments is key!
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LLPs in e+e- colliders
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• Targeting precision measurements of 
EWK/Higgs/top sector of SM.

• Unique sensitivity to LLPs coupling to Z 
or Higgs. 
• No trigger requirements.
• Excellent vertex reconstruction and 

impact parameter resolution can 
target low LLP lifetimes (this can 
drive hardware choices).

• Projections often assume 
background-free searches 
(should check these assumptions).

Interested? There are more 
details in the backup …
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Conclusion: Opportunities and challenges associated 
with circular e+e- machines

Paradigm shift in 
precision/sensitivity to

• EWK+ QCD

• Higgs 

• Flavour

• BSM 

(… in combination with 
energy frontier pp/ep 
collisions)
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Suite of challenges we need 
to overcome to get there:

• Theory

• Technological (detector 
development+ design, 
accelerators, computing).

• Sociological.

• Political.

Subject to 
overcoming…

In my opinion- this is achievable and definitely worth it…
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Thanks for a fruitful week of discussions!
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Circular e+e- 
colliders are cool! 

What do you think?
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A possible look to the future
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FCC-ee physics run

FCC-ee Accelerator Key dates FCC-ee Detectors

FCC Approval, R&D, start prototyping             .
European Strategy Update

FC3 formation, call for CDRs, collaboration forming
Completion of HL-LHC: more ATS personnel available                 .

Detector CDRs (>4) submitted to FC3

Start detector component production
Four detector TDRs completed

Start detector installation

Start detector commissioning

End of HL-LHC operation

Ground-breaking and start civil engineering

Start accelerator component production    
Technical design & prototyping completed

Start accelerator installation

Start accelerator commissioning

Completion of HL-LHC upgrade: more detector experts available

Detector EoI submission by the community

– 2047
– 2046
– 2045
– 2044
– 2043
– 2042
– 2041
– 2040
– 2039
– 2038
– 2037
– 2036
– 2035
– 2034
– 2033
– 2032
– 2031
– 2030
– 2029
– 2028
– 2027
– 2026
– 2025FCC Feasibility Study Report

Start engineering design

European Strategy Update

2047 –
2046 –
2045 –
2044 –
2043 –
2042 –
2041 –
2040 –
2039 –
2038 –
2037 –
2036 –
2035 –
2034 –
2033 –
2032 –
2031 –
2030 –
2029 –
2028 –
2027 –
2026 –
2025 –
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Backup
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CEPC vs FCC: timelines

• Based on current 
hopes/plans- FCCee 
would commence 
operation in mid/late 
2040s compared to mid 
2030s for CEPC.

• This is mainly driven by 
constraints on FCC from 
LHC operations => the 
times from construction 
to operation are similar.
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Schematics taken from 
slides from 2023 FCC 
and CEPC weeks.

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/19316/timetable/?view=standard
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CEPC vs FCC: location and costs

• FCC location is (exactly) fixed (one 
highlight of the feasibility study) whilst of 
6 considered sites for CEPC, 3 have 
been selected for further study.
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(…which are linked on some level…)

4

PA: Experiment

PB: technical

PD: experiment

PF: technical

PG: experiment

PH: technical

PJ: experiment

PL: technical

Major achievement: optimization of the ring placement
Layout chosen out of ~ 100 initial variants, based on geology and 
surface constraints (land availability, access to roads, etc.), environment 
(protected zones), infrastructure (water, electricity, transport), etc. 
“Éviter, reduire, compenser” principle of EU and French regulations
Lowest-risk baseline: 90.7 km ring, 8 surface points, 
4-fold superperiodicity, possibility of 2 or 4 IPs
Whole project now adapted to this placement

Number of surface sites 8
LSS@IP (PA, PD, PG, PJ) 1400 m
LSS@TECH (PB, PF, PH, PL) 2032 m
Arc length 9.6 km
Sum of arc lengths 76.9 m
Total length 90.7 km

V. Mertens,
J. Gutleber

Optimized placement and layout for feasibility study

• Quoted expected construction cost of 
CEPC ~ half that of FCC (variations 
in purchasing/labour costs)
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CEPC vs FCC: other differences 

• #IPs: CEPC has 2, whilst 
FCC (as of the mid-term 
review of the feasibility 
study) has 4.

• Different baseline operating 
plan.

29

FCC with 4 IPs (not fixed, additional opportunities e.g. 125 GeV)

• Power consumption ~ similar but carbon 
footprint currently higher for CEPC due 
to China’s (current) prevalent use of 
coal as an energy source.
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Status of FCC feasibility study: mid-term review

• Mid-term review just completed 
(approval by council soon).

• Key updates:

• Choice of ring placement and 4 
IPs (higher statistics).

• Adaptation of accelerator RF/ 
optics for new placement 
(details in backup).

• Significant R+D ongoing to 
improve energy efficiency 
(including HTS).

30

For more details see slides by S. Williams at CEPC workshop.

4

PA: Experiment

PB: technical

PD: experiment

PF: technical

PG: experiment

PH: technical

PJ: experiment

PL: technical

Major achievement: optimization of the ring placement
Layout chosen out of ~ 100 initial variants, based on geology and 
surface constraints (land availability, access to roads, etc.), environment 
(protected zones), infrastructure (water, electricity, transport), etc. 
“Éviter, reduire, compenser” principle of EU and French regulations
Lowest-risk baseline: 90.7 km ring, 8 surface points, 
4-fold superperiodicity, possibility of 2 or 4 IPs
Whole project now adapted to this placement

Number of surface sites 8
LSS@IP (PA, PD, PG, PJ) 1400 m
LSS@TECH (PB, PF, PH, PL) 2032 m
Arc length 9.6 km
Sum of arc lengths 76.9 m
Total length 90.7 km

V. Mertens,
J. Gutleber

Optimized placement and layout for feasibility study

https://indico.ph.ed.ac.uk/event/259/contributions/2461/attachments/1312/1967/CEPCworkshop-FCCoverview-030723.pdf
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Synergies in FCC programme- FCC-eh
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pp @ 100 TeV

~5-7% uncertainty 
on the s(W,Z,H)

~1% uncertainty 
on the s(W,Z,H)

Electro-Weak region

Kinematic range Parton Distribution Functions

low x

high x

J.Phys.G 48 (2021) 11, 110501

higher energies

Empowering the FCC-hh program with the FCC-ehTaken from slides by J. D”Hondt at FCC week Taken from updated CDR

BSMHiggs
Top
EW

Precision 
QCD

Non-linear 
QCD

• Empower FCC-hh with precision input on hadron structure and strong coupling 
(to permille accuracy) during parallel running.

• Complementary measurements of Higgs couplings (CC+NC DIS x-sections, no 
pile-up, clean)- see slides by U. Klein here

• Plus… complementary BSM prospects (LLPs, LFV, not-too-heavy scalars, GeV-
scale bosons)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5435643/attachments/2662467/4612844/FCC-JDH-8June2023.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2706220/files/Agostini_2021_J._Phys._G__Nucl._Part._Phys._48_110501.pdf
https://indico.ijclab.in2p3.fr/event/8623/contributions/27079/subcontributions/1943/attachments/19802/27128/Orsay_UKlein_26.10.2022.pdf
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FCC-ee physics runs ordered by energy
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Image credit: Christophe Grojean

Table 1 The baseline FCC-ee operation model with four interaction points, showing the centre-of-mass

energies, instantaneous luminosities for each IP, integrated luminosity per year summed over 4 IPs

corresponding to 185 days of physics per year and 75% e�ciency, in the order Z, WW, ZH, tt̄. The luminosity

is assumed to be half the design value for machine commissioning and optimisation during the first two years at

the Z pole, the first two years at the WW threshold, and the first year at the tt̄ threshold. (Should the order of

the sequence be modified to either Z, ZH, WW, tt̄ or ZH, WW, Z, tt̄, the ZH stage would start with two years

at half the design luminosity followed by two years at design luminosity, while the WW stage would run

afterwards for only one year but at design luminosity.) The luminosity at the Z pole (the WW threshold) is

distributed as follows: 40 ab
�1

at 88GeV, 125 ab
�1

at 91.2GeV, and 40 ab
�1

at 94GeV (5 ab
�1

at 157.5GeV,

and 5 ab
�1

at 162.5GeV). The number of WW events include all
p
s values from 157.5GeV up.

Working point Z, years 1-2 Z, later WW, years 1-2 WW, later ZH tt̄p
s (GeV) 88, 91, 94 157, 163 240 340–350 365

Lumi/IP (1034 cm�2s�1) 70 140 10 20 5.0 0.75 1.20

Lumi/year (ab�1) 34 68 4.8 9.6 2.4 0.36 0.58

Run time (year) 2 2 2 0 3 1 4

1.45 106 HZ 1.9 106 tt̄
Number of events 6 10

12
Z 2.4 108 WW + +330kHZ

45k WW ! H +80kWW ! H

2
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FCC-ee and -hh synergies - BSM
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Direct FCC-ee sensitivity

Figure 10: Representation of an event display at an FCC-ee detector of a HNL decay into
an electron and a virtual W decaying hadronically. Courtesy of the FCC collaboration.

3.2.1 Production and Kinematics of Electroweak-scale HNLs

As a first step to exploring the sensitivity of FCC-ee to EW-scale HNLs, Table 1 shows the
cross section (center column) and the expected number of events (right column) for an HNL
with a mass of mN = 50 GeVwhen produced and decayed through the process described in
Eq. (22) and shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11: Representative diagrams depicting the e
+
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�

! Z ! N⌫` process at leading
order, with N decaying via (a) charged current and (b) neutral current channels to the
two-neutrino, two-charged lepton final state.

Results are shown for several choices of active-sterile mixing |VeN |, and assume that an
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• HNLs
• Alps
• Exotic Higgs decays

𝑚!: ALP mass, 𝑐"": ALP-photon coupling

…plus indirect access to 
a range of BSM 
phenomena through ultra-
precise measurements of 
SM parameters…

See slides by G. 
Salam at FCC week

FCC week, London, June 2023Gavin Salam 48

Alain Blondel1, Patrick Janot2: FCC-ee overview: new opportunities create new challenges 7

Fig. 4. Expected uncertainty contour for the S and T parameters for various colliders in their first energy stage. For ILC and
CLIC, the projections are shown with and without dedicated running at the Z pole, with the current (somewhat arbitrary)
estimate of future experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainty (left, from Ref. [30]); and with only statistical and
parametric uncertainties (right, from Ref. [42]).

Fig. 5. Electroweak (red) and Higgs (green) constraints from FCC-ee, and their combination (blue) in a global EFT fit. The
constraints are presented as the 95% probability bounds on the interaction scale, ⇤/

p
ci, associated to each EFT operator.

Darker shades of each colour indicate the results when neglecting all SM theory uncertainties

measurements; the interest of the Electroweak measurements and of the improvement of the associated systematic
uncertainties; and the large number of observables available at FCC-ee. Not all observables of Table 3 have yet been
used in this fit, and that the flavour observables have not been considered.

Dedicated analysis of the pattern of deviations for specific models of new physics will be necessary to fully explore
the ability of FCC-ee to identify or restrict the origin of one or several experimental deviation(s) from the SM
predictions. The e↵ects of a heavy Z0 gauge boson provide an illustrative example of complementarity, analysed in
Ref. [14] for a specific Higgs composite model. The precise measurements at and around the Z pole would be sensitive
to such a new object by Z/Z0 mixing or interference, while measurements at higher energies would display increasing
deviation from the SM in the dilepton, diquark or diboson channels. The combination of these two e↵ects would
provide a tell-tale signature and allow constraints on mass and couplings of this possible new object to be determined.

generated by G
PS from

 table 3 of 2106.13885

maximum scale probed indirectly ̶ up to 70 TeV
FCC precision gain

increase in precision at FCC-ee is equivalent to × 4 – 5 increase in energy reach

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5423455/attachments/2659121/4607170/fcc-london.pdf
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FCC-hh sensitivity to direct NP

Future Circular Collider (14. Jan. 2019)  The Hadron Collider (FCC-hh) 

Page 3 of 21 

2 Objectives 

The objective is to develop, build and operate a 100 TeV hadron collider, with an integrated luminosity at 
least a factor of 5 larger than the HL-LHC, to extend the current energy frontier by almost an order of 
magnitude. The mass reach for direct discovery will approach several tens of TeV, allowing the production of 
new particles whose existence could be indirectly predicted by precision measurements during the earlier pre-
ceding e+e– collider phase. This collider will also measure the Higgs self-coupling precisely and thoroughly ex-
plore the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking at the TeV scale, to elucidate the nature of the elec-
troweak phase transition. WIMPs as thermal dark matter candidates will be discovered, or ruled out. 
As a single project, this particle collider facility will serve the global physics community for about 25 years 
and, in combination with a lepton collider, will provide a research tool until the end of the 21st century.  

2.1 Scientific Objectives 
The European Strategy for Particle Physics (ESPP) 2013 unambiguously recognized the importance of “a 
proton-proton high-energy frontier machine…coupled to a vigorous accelerator R&D programme…in 
collaboration with national institutes, laboratories and universities worldwide”. Since its inception, the in-
ternational FCC collaboration has therefore delivered a hadron collider conceptual design (FCC-hh) that 
best complies with this guideline and that offers the broadest discovery potential. Together with a heavy ion 
operation programme and with a lepton-hadron interaction point, it provides the amplest perspectives for research 
at the energy frontier. The visionary physics programme of about 25 years described in this section requires colli-
sion energies and luminosities that can only be delivered, within a reasonable amount of time, by a circular collider 
with four experimental interaction regions. 
To be able to definitely elucidate electroweak symmetry breaking, to confirm or reject the WIMP dark 
matter hypothesis and to directly observe new particles signalled indirectly by, e.g., the precision study 
of Higgs properties, the energy reach of the particle collider must be significantly higher than that of the LHC, 
i.e. making a leap from ten TeV to the 100 TeV scale. 

Since cross sections for the production of a state of mass M scale 
like 1/M2, the integrated luminosity should be 50 times that of the 
LHC, at least 15 ab-1, to be sensitive to seven times larger masses. 
The FCC-hh baseline design aiming at 20-30 ab-1 exceeds this tar-
get. It is sufficient to almost saturate the discovery reach at the 
highest masses. A further luminosity increase by a factor of 10 
would only extend it by < 20%. Fig. 1 shows discovery reach ex-
amples for the production of several types of new particles includ-
ing Z' gauge bosons carrying new weak forces and decaying to var-
ious SM particles, excited quarks Q*, and massive gravitons GRS 
present in theories with extra dimensions. Other scenarios for new 
physics, such as supersymmetry and composite Higgs models, will 
likewise see a great increase of high-mass discovery reach. The top 
scalar partners will be discovered up to masses of close to 10 TeV, 
gluinos up to 20 TeV, and vector resonances in composite Higgs 
models up to masses close to 40 TeV. 

Until new physics is found, two key issues, that will likely remain open after the HL-LHC, are at the top of the 
priority list of the FCC-hh physics objectives: how does the Higgs couple to itself? What was the nature of the 
phase transition that accompanied electroweak symmetry breaking and the creation of the Higgs vacuum 
expectation value? Today, neither the fundamental origin of the SM scalar field nor the origin of the mass and 
self-interaction parameters in the Higgs scalar potential are known. The next stage of exploration for any high-
energy physics programme is to determine these microscopic origins. The puzzle of the Higgs potential can be 
resolved, if there is an additional new microscopic scale involving new particles and interactions near the electro-
weak scale. With more than 1010 Higgs bosons produced at the design luminosity, see Fig. 2, FCC-hh can comple-
ment an intensity frontier lepton collider by bringing the precision for several of the smallest Higgs couplings (γγ, 
Ζγ, µµ), and for the coupling to the top below the percent level. The Higgs self-coupling can be measured with a 
precision of around 5%. Combined with the direct search potential for scalar partners of the Higgs boson, this will 
permit establishing the possible existence of conditions that allowed the electroweak phase transition in the 

Figure 1: Discovery reach for heavy resonances. 
Substantial discovery reach for 
heavy resonances

More details in FCC TDR and ESU submissions here 
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have upper limits on the DM mass in the TeV range. As an example, DM WIMP candidates transforming as a 
doublet or triplet under the SU(2) group of weak interactions, like the higgsinos and winos of supersymmetric 
theories, have masses constrained below ~1 and ~3 TeV, respectively. The full energy and statistics of FCC-hh 
are necessary to access these large masses. With these masses, neutral and charged components of the multiplets 
are almost degenerate due to SU(2) symmetry, with calculable mass splittings induced by electromagnetic effects, 
in the range of few hundred MeV. The peculiar signatures of these states are disappearing tracks, left by the decay 
of the charged partner to the DM candidate and a soft, unmeasured charged pion. Dedicated analysis, including 
detailed modelling of various tracker configurations and realistic pile-up scenarios, are documented in Volume 3 
of the FCC Conceptual Design Report. The results are shown in Fig. 4.  

The FCC covers the full mass range for the discovery of these WIMP Dark Matter candidates. 

 

  
Figure 4: Expected discovery significance for higgsino and wino DM candidates at FCC-hh, with 500 pile-up collisions. The 
black and red bands show the significance using different layouts for the pixel tracker, as discussed in the FCC-hh CDR. The 
bands' width represents the difference between two models for the soft QCD processes. 

1.6 Direct searches for new physics 
At the upper end of the mass range, the reach for the direct observation of new particles will be driven by the 
FCC-hh. The extension with respect to the LHC will scale like the energy increase, namely by a factor of 5 to 7, 
depending on the process. The CDR detector parameters have been selected to guarantee the necessary perfor-
mance up to the highest particle momenta and jet energies required by discovery of new particles with masses up 
to several tens of TeV. Examples of discovery reach for the production of several types of new particles, as ob-
tained in dedicated detector simulation studies, are shown in Fig. 5. They include Z' gauge bosons carrying new 
weak forces and decaying to various SM particles, excited quarks Q*, and massive gravitons GRS present in theories 
with extra dimensions. Other standard scenarios for new physics, such as supersymmetry or composite Higgs 
models, will likewise see the high-mass discovery reach greatly increased. The top scalar partners will be discovered 
up to masses of close to 10 TeV, gluinos up to 20 TeV, and vector resonances in composite Higgs models up to 
masses close to 40 TeV.  The direct discovery potential of FCC is not confined to the highest masses. In addition 
to the dark matter examples given before, Volume 1 documents the extraordinary sensitivity to less-than-weakly 
coupled particles, ranging from heavy sterile neutrinos (see Fig. 5, right) down to the see-saw limit in a part of 
parameter space favourable for generating the baryon asymmetry of the Universe, to axions and dark photons.  

The FCC has a broad, and in most cases unique, reach for less-than-weakly coupled particles. The Z 
running of FCC-ee is particularly fertile for such discoveries. 
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Cover full mass range for discovery of WIMP dark 
matter candidates

In summary- exciting possibilities to discover/characterize NP that could 
be indirectly predicted through precision measurements at FCC-ee  

https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/
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Summary of FCC-ee beam parameters
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FCC-ee: main machine parameters

F. Gianotti

3 years 
2 x 106 H 

5 years
2 x 106 tt pairs 

2 years
> 108 WW 
LEP x 104

4 years
5 x 1012 Z 
LEP x 105

❑ x 10-50 improvements on all EW observables
❑ up to x 10 improvement on Higgs coupling (model-indep.) measurements over HL-LHC
❑ x10 Belle II statistics for b, c, τ 
❑ indirect discovery potential up to ~ 70 TeV
❑ direct discovery potential for feebly-interacting particles over 5-100 GeV mass range

Up to 4 interaction points → robustness, 
statistics, possibility of specialised detectors
to maximise physics output

Currently assessing 
technical feasibility 
of changing operation 
sequence
(e.g. starting at ZH energy)

Taken from slides by F. Gianotti at FCC week.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5423451/attachments/2659293/4606138/FCCweek-2023-London.pptx
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FCCee EWK precision – 
targets and challenges
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See slides by 
Christoph Paus 
at ZPW2024

9/48

Key topics for theory to address

Lineshape Summary

From: P.Janot talk at FCC theory workshop in June 2022
Challenges (and opportunities) in theory and on the experimental side (energy 
calibration/luminosity measurement) to reach ultimate precision…

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1341618/contributions/5702307/attachments/2777205/4840392/fccee-ew-precision.pdf
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FCC-ee top opportunities

• 𝑡 ̅𝑡 threshold scan will enable most precise 
measurements of top-quark mass and width.

• Precise measurements of top quark EW couplings 
provide essential input to precise extraction of top 
yukawa at FCC-hh.
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474 Page 74 of 161 Eur. Phys. J. C (2019) 79 :474

Fig. 6.1 Production cross
section of top quark pairs (left)
in the vicinity of the production
threshold, with different values
of the masses and widths
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Fig. 6.2 Statistical uncertainty
contours of a two-parameter fit
to the top threshold region
combining the mass and width
(left) or the Yukawa coupling
(right) for an integrated
luminosity of 200 fb−1

6.2.2 Precision measurement of the top electroweak couplings

In many extensions to the standard model couplings of top quark pairs to Z/γ∗ can be enhanced. These are directly probed
at FCC-ee as they represent the main production mechanism for tt̄ production at e+e− colliders. It is essential to be able to
disentangle the tt̄Z and tt̄γ processes to provide separation among different new physics models. In the case of linear e+e−

colliders this is one of the motivations to implement longitudinal polarisation of the beams. However, it has been shown [165]
that FCC-ee’s very large statistics can fully compensate for the lack of polarisation. The information needed to disentangle
the contribution from the Z boson and photon can be extracted from the polarisation of the final-state particles in the process
e+e− → tt̄, as any anomalous coupling would alter the top polarisation as well. In that case, this anomalous polarisation
would be transferred in a maximum way to the top-quark decay products via the weak decay t → Wb, leading to an observable
modification of the final kinematics. The best variables to study are the angular and energy distributions of the leptons from
the W decays. A likelihood fit of the double-differential cross section of the lepton angle cos θ and the reduced lepton energy

x = 2E"
mtop

√
1−β
1+β measured in top semi-leptonic decays at

√
s = 365 GeV with one million tt̄ events allows a precision of

0.5% (1.5%) to be obtained for the vector (axial) coupling of the top to the Z and 0.1% for the vector coupling to the photon.
The fit includes conservative assumptions on the detector performance, such as lepton identification and angular/momentum
resolution and b quark jet identification. The precision of these measurements would allow testing and characterisation of
possible new physics models that could affect the EW couplings of the top quark, see for example Fig. 6.3. These data are
also sensitive to the top-quark CP-violating form factors [165].

6.2.3 Search for FCNC in top production or decay

The flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC) interactions of top quarks are highly suppressed in the SM, leading to branching
ratios of the order of 10−13–10−14. However, several extensions of the SM are able to relax the GIM suppression of the top
quark FCNC transitions due to additional loop diagrams mediated by new particles. Significant enhancements for the FCNC
top quark rare decays can take place, for example, in some supersymmetric two-Higgs-doublet models. Evidence of an FCNC
signal will therefore indicate the existence of new physics. CMS and ATLAS obtained the best experimental upper limits on
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See snowmass energy 
frontier report

• Searches for 
FCNC interactions 
above threshold 
can also provide 
strong probe of 
BSM.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.11084.pdf
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• Order of magnitude improvement in 
Higgs couplings.

• Factor of 10-50 improvement in EW 
precision observables (indirect 
sensitivity up to ~ 70 TeV)

4

Why FCC ? Physics potential

A multi-stage facility with immense physics potential 
(energy and intensity), operating until the end of the century. 
q FCC-ee : highest luminosities at Z, W, ZH of all proposed Higgs 
      and EW factories; indirect discovery potential up to ~ 70 TeV
q FCC-hh: direct exploration of next energy frontier (~ x10 LHC) and 
      unparalleled measurements of low-rate and “heavy” Higgs couplings (ttH, HH) 
q Also heavy-ion collisions and, possibly, ep/e-ion collisions
q Synergistic programme exploiting common civil engineering and technical 
      infrastructure, building on and reusing CERN’s existing infrastructure
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Fig. 4. Expected uncertainty contour for the S and T parameters for various colliders in their first energy stage. For ILC and
CLIC, the projections are shown with and without dedicated running at the Z pole, with the current (somewhat arbitrary)
estimate of future experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainty (left, from Ref. [30]); and with only statistical and
parametric uncertainties (right, from Ref. [42]).

Fig. 5. Electroweak (red) and Higgs (green) constraints from FCC-ee, and their combination (blue) in a global EFT fit. The
constraints are presented as the 95% probability bounds on the interaction scale, ⇤/

p
ci, associated to each EFT operator.

Darker shades of each colour indicate the results when neglecting all SM theory uncertainties

measurements; the interest of the Electroweak measurements and of the improvement of the associated systematic
uncertainties; and the large number of observables available at FCC-ee. Not all observables of Table 3 have yet been
used in this fit, and that the flavour observables have not been considered.

Dedicated analysis of the pattern of deviations for specific models of new physics will be necessary to fully explore
the ability of FCC-ee to identify or restrict the origin of one or several experimental deviation(s) from the SM
predictions. The e↵ects of a heavy Z0 gauge boson provide an illustrative example of complementarity, analysed in
Ref. [14] for a specific Higgs composite model. The precise measurements at and around the Z pole would be sensitive
to such a new object by Z/Z0 mixing or interference, while measurements at higher energies would display increasing
deviation from the SM in the dilepton, diquark or diboson channels. The combination of these two e↵ects would
provide a tell-tale signature and allow constraints on mass and couplings of this possible new object to be determined.

generated by G
PS from

 table 3 of 2106.13885

maximum scale probed indirectly ̶ up to 70 TeV
FCC precision gain

increase in precision at FCC-ee is equivalent to × 4 – 5 increase in energy reach
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• Direct sensitivity up to ~ 50 TeV in 
100 TeV pp collisions (and access to 
Higg self coupling).

https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/
 

https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/
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Synergies between e+e- and pp collisions - Higgs 
measurements

• High intensity e+e- colliders can provide a 
model independent measurement of gHZZ 
through measuring 𝜎)*. This provide standard 
candle to normalize the measurement of other 
Higgs couplings.

• Can also measure ttZ couplings through 𝑒𝑒 →
𝑡 ̅𝑡. This gives a second standard candle used 
to extract gttH and gHHH at subsequent hadron 
machines.

• High-energy pp collisions provide the statistics 
to access rarer Higgs decays (𝐻 → 𝜇𝜇, 𝐻 →
𝑍𝛾) and HH events to give precise ultimate 
tests of the EWPT (~ 20 million at FCC-hh).
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and WW fusion to a Higgs boson (WWH), e+e� ! H⌫e⌫e. The lowest order Feynman
diagrams for these two production mechanisms are displayed in Figure 4 (left) together with
their corresponding cross sections versus the center-of-mass energy (right). The predictions
include initial state radiation [33] using the HZHA program [34] and the small interference
term present in the WWH final state diagrams. Given the cross sections and the planned
FCC-ee running scenario, and with two interaction points [35], over a million ZH events
and almost one hundred thousand WWH events will be collected at various center-of-mass
energies. These numbers drive the statistical uncertainties for the following studies.

Our goal for this report is not to lay out the details of all studies possible with these large
data samples, but to pick out the studies that demonstrate the key capabilities of FCC-ee in
terms of Higgs boson physics that have been documented. In the following we will present
the sensitivity for the Higgs cross section, mass, and width, and then summarize the status
of the projected precision on the various coupling constants of the Higgs bosons to bosons
and fermions, including the Higgs boson self-coupling.

Figure 4: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for WW fusion and Higgsstrahlung (left) and
the corresponding cross sections versus the center-of-mass energy per production process
along with their sum (right). The default running scenarios at 240 GeV and 365 GeV are
indicated with dashed lines. Figure from [36].

.

3.1 Production cross Sections, mass, and width

The FCC-ee running scenario at
p

s = 240 GeV was optimized as a tradeo↵ between ZH
production rate and luminosity. A feature unique to lepton colliders is the measurement
of the Higgs boson properties using the recoil system in the ZH production mode. The
well-determined four-momenta of the initial state leptons and the fully reconstructed Z
boson (recoil system) in the final state allow clean recovery of the Higgs boson kinematics
independent of the Higgs boson decay mode. This cannot be accomplished at a hadron

15

https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/
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Higgs coupling measurements 

Taken from briefing book for 2020 
ESU- improvements on Higgs 
coupling measurements in 
“kappa” framework:

• Red= linear e+e- collider 
colliders.

• Blue= circular e+e- machines.

• Orange= integrated FCC 
programme.
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Costs of future projects
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167/11/19 ECFA-EPS/HEPP Ghent 2019

Taken from slides by H. Abramowicz at 
EPS open symposium 2019

https://indico.cern.ch/event/577856/contributions/3467626/
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FCC costings- planned updates
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mid-term cost review – Cost Review Panel (CRP)
The CRP will
• review the methodology and assumptions used in producing the cost estimates, 
• identify inaccurate or missing cost information,
• check the consistency of the cost estimates with respect to applicable reference 

work, e.g., recent large-scale infrastructure and accelerator projects,
• review the uncertainty estimates,
• identify potential areas of savings and cost mitigation for future work, and
• advise the FCC study team on matters of cost estimation in view of preparation 

of the final Feasibility Study Report for end 2025.

Members: The CRP consists of around 10 international experts, not directly 
involved in the Feasibility Study, with renowned expertise in costing and 
project management aspects related to the scientific and technical domains 
relevant to the Study (accelerators, technical infrastructure, civil 
engineering, detectors, etc.). Members and Chair appointed by SC.

CRP members:
Carlos Alejaldre (F4E), Austin Ball (CERN, ret.), Umberto Dosselli (INFN), Vincent Gorgues (CEA), 
Norbert Holtkamp, chair (Stanford U.), Christa Laurila (VTV), Ursula Weyrich (DKFZ), Jim Yeck (BNL), 
Thomas Zurbuchen (ETH Zürich) 

Taken from slides by M. Benedikt at FCC week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5423504/attachments/2659109/4606291/230605_FCC-FS-Status_ap.pdf
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Comparing future colliders
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See report from the Snowmass ‘21 Implementation task force

… is hard! Its important to define 
your comparison metrics carefully 
and consider the errors involved!

• See slides by L. Nevay at IOP-HEPP 
2023  

• Some claim that ”FCC-ee is, by very 
large factors, the least disruptive in 
terms of environmental impact”  
(arXiv:2208.10466).

• For discussion of the potential of HTS to 
make FCC-ee more sustainable see 
these slides.(Also consider whether the people making the 

comparison might prefer apples or pears)

Personal recommendation: go through the numbers, look at the whole 
picture (physics goals, upgrades, operation time etc) and critique the 
numbers for yourselves!

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.06030.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1261135/contributions/5299407/attachments/2625454/4540240/2023-04-05-nevay-future-colliders.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2827204/files/2208.10466.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5385376/attachments/2661124/4610047/HTS4_London_final.pdf
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FCC-ee accelerators

• Separate rings for electrons and 
positrons and full-energy top-up booster 
ring in same tunnel. 

• Max 50MW synchrotron radiation per 
collider ring across full operating range.

• Asymmetric IR layout limits photon 
synchrotron radiation 500m upstream of 
IP towards detectors, and generates 
large 30mrad crossing angle.

• Crab waist technique to optimize 
luminosity.
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Since the CDR, detailed site evaluations have led to a modified configuration of the FCC
layout with a slightly smaller circumference of 91 km rather than 98 km and 8 access shafts
instead of 12, and with a four-fold superperiodicity [18, 19]. The FCC-ee design is now
being developed for either 2 or 4 symmetric IP’s located at four of the access points and
with RF, collimation, and injection/extraction occupying the other 4 straight sections (Fig.
3). The baseline configuration is based on 400 MHz RF systems with Nb/Cu cavities,
similar to those used at LEP and the LHC but capable of sustaining higher gradient, which
are augmented by an 800 MHz RF system with bulk-Nb cavities to reach tt operation.
The layout of the FCC-ee pre-injector complex, consisting of a warm copper linac and a
damping ring, has been re-optimized, now allowing for positron production with a primary
electron energy of at least 6 GeV. The rate of positrons required, e.g., for top-up injection
in the FCC-ee collider, is comparable to the production rates achieved at the SLC and at
SuperKEKB.

2021-09-14 2

Parameters of baseline scenario PA31-1.0
Number of surface sites 8

Number of arc cells 42

Arc cell length 213.045 m

SSS@IP (PA, PD, PG, PJ) 1400 m

LSS@TECH (PB, PF, PH, PL) 2160 m

Azimuth @ PA (0 = East) -10.75°

Arc length 9 616.586 m

Sum of arc lengths 76 932.686 m

Total length 91 172.686 m

Note: Azimuth indicated by FFE tool with positive number is a counterclockwise rotation. By convention documented in the configuration management 
plan, as implemented in GIS environment it should be a negative number! Also, rotation is around origin (PA). ToT still assumes center point of layout.Figure 3: The new FCC layout referred to as PA31-1.0; four possible experiments could

be located at PA, PD, PG, and PJ while RF stations would be located PH and PL and
injection/extraction and collimation could be located in PB and PF straights.

The operation model has the FCC-ee collider first operating at 91 GeV to study the Z boson
with very high luminosity, and the lowest number of single-cell 400 MHz RF cavities. For
this early operation up to at least 160 GeV there is a single RF section, to ensure that the
centre of mass energies are identical at all interaction points. Beam energies are calibrated
with sub-ppm precision using resonant depolarization [8]. The high beam current at the Z
will allow for a rapid beam conditioning of the vacuum system. Then an upgrade of the
baseline 400 MHz RF system through the installation of multi-cell 400 MHz RF cavities
would allow the beam energy to increase to 160 GeV to study the W±. An additional
RF upgrade with a minor reconfiguration of the beam lines in the RF region will allow a

11

4 possible experimental sites at PA, 
PD, PG and PJ with RF stations at PH, 
PL and injection/extraction and 
collimation in PB/PF straights.
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Z

ttbar, 
booster

low R/Q, HOM damping, 
powered by 1 MW RF 
coupler and high efficiency 
klystron

moderate gradient and HOM 
damping requirements; 500 kW / 
cavity, allowing reuse of klystrons 
already installed for Z

high RF voltage and limited 
footprint thanks to  multicell 
cavities and higher RF frequency; 
200 kW/ cavity

1-cell 
400 MHz,
Nb/Cu

2-cell 
400 MHz,
Nb/Cu

5-cell 
800 MHz,
bulk Nb

F. Peauger,

O. Brunner

W, H

Schematic taken from slides by F.  Zimmerman at US Snowmass townhall 

RF for collider and booster in separate sections (collider in PH- 400 
& 800 MHz, booster in ML- 800 MHz only) with fully separated 
technical infrastructure (cryogenics)

modified FCC-ee RF layout

J.-P. Burnet F. Valchkova, F. Peauger

Collider RF - Point H (400 and 800 MHz)

Booster RF - Point L 
(800 MHz only)

• RF for collider and booster in separate 
straight sections H and L.

• fully separated technical infrastructure 
systems (cryogenics).

• collider RF (highest power demand) in 
point H with optimum connection to 
existing 400 kV grid line and better 
suited surface site.

https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/7992/timetable/?view=standard
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FCC-ee beam optics
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Maximising energy efficiency is a major factor!

Two new projects backed by CHART aim to 
explore use of HTS to improve energy 
efficiency. See CERN courier article here  

• Focussing and defocusing by ~3000 
quadrupoles and ~ 6000 sextupoles.

• Designs being considered to reduce 
power consumption (single-cells vs super-
cells).

interaction region
FODO lattice, many -I sext 
pairs; periodic unit cell length 
~260 m

Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 19, 111005
baseline for 2023 FCC “mid-term” review 

arc

https://cerncourier.com/a/fcc-ee-designers-turn-up-the-heat/
https://journals.aps.org/prab/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevAccelBeams.19.111005
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New FCC-ee injector layout 
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new FCC-ee injector layout & implementation

P. Craievich, I. Chaikovska, A. Grudiev,  C. Milardi, et al

HTS NI target solenoid
J. Kosse, T. Michlmayr, H. Rodrigues

“Positron production experiment” at PSI’s SwissFEL,  
beam tests from 2025/26

implementation study on Prevessin site

W. Bartmann

6 GeV linac

→20 GeV linac

Taken from slides by M. Benedikt at FCC week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1202105/contributions/5423504/attachments/2659109/4606291/230605_FCC-FS-Status_ap.pdf
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FCC-ee LLP group: past and present

• Following a Snowmass LOI, an LLP 
white paper was recently published in 
Front. Phys. 10:967881 (2022) which 
included case studies with the official 
FCC analysis tools.

• These initial studies motivate further 
optimization of experimental 
conditions and analysis techniques 
for LLP signatures.

• Currently a very active community, 
with meetings on Thursdays 13:00 
CERN time.

48

https://snowmass21.org/energy/bsm_general
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fphy.2022.967881/full
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Ongoing FCC-ee LLP studies

49Dr Sarah Williams: ZPW2024- BSM searches at FCC

FCC-ee LLP studies: ongoing studies

14FCC week 2023 5th-9th June- Sarah Williams

Summary of snowmass studies + ongoing activities 

7

Physics 
scenario

FCC-ee signature Studies for 
snowmass

Ongoing work

Heavy 
neutral 
leptons 
(HNLs)

Displaced vertices Generator validation 
and detector-level 
selection studies for 
ee!!.  First look at 
Dirac vs Majorana

● Update ee!! studies for 
winter23 samples.

● First look at ""!! channel 
(prompt +LLP)

● First look at "!jj 
(prompt+LLP) 

● First look at e!jj including 
Dirac vs majorana (prompt)

Axion-like 
particles 
(ALPs)

Displaced 
photon/lepton pair

Generator-level 
validation for a→γγ 
at Z-pole run.

No studies ongoing
-> Opportunities to get 

involved :)

Exotic Higgs 
decays

e.g. Theoretical 
discussion and 
motivation for 
studies at ZH-pole

● Reco-level studies (inc. 
vertexing) for h→ss→bbbb

Note: this table will soon be updated 
following the mid-term review!
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FCC-ee LLP studies: recent highlights
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First simulation and sensitivity studies for Higgs decays to long-lived scalars

• Extend SM with additional scalar.

• Probe h→ss→bbbb in events with 
2 displaced vertices, tagged by Z

Magdalena Vande Voorde, Giulia Ripellino 

• Look at events with at least one scalar within 
acceptance region 4mm<r<2000mm- all 
except longest and shortest on RHS.

• Aim to develop event selection and perform 
early sensitivity study.

For further details see presentation by Magda at 
topical ECFA WG1-SRCH meeting

Nice overview by 
Juliette Alimena at 
EPS 2023 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1253605/contributions/5349533/attachments/2628864/4546553/LLPsExoticHiggs_ECFAWG1SCHRMeeting.pdf
https://indico.desy.de/event/34916/contributions/147665/attachments/84286/111633/FCCLLP_EPSHEP_23Aug2023.pdf
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What about LEP3/TLEP?
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For more information see:
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1470982/files
/ATS_Note-2012_062%20(2).pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1208.1662.pdf

Some (fairly old) projections:

Proposal from ~ 2012 to put a Higgs factory inside the LHC tunnel, that 
could also be combined with proposals for LHeC 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1470982/files/ATS_Note-2012_062%20(2).pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1470982/files/ATS_Note-2012_062%20(2).pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1208.1662.pdf

